Tradition and accuracy

Why wood
The origin of the company Anna Kočišová,
Drevovýroba Kočiš, Žehra 45 dates back to
May 1996. However, its owners had been
operating in woodworking industry for
many years before and by founding the
company they capitalized on their rich
professional experience and knowledge.
In April 2009 the company transformed
into DREVOVÝROBA KOČIŠ, s.r.o., Žehra 45.
Within a few years it has become a successful manufacturer of wooden windows
and doors. In addition, nowadays it produces even wood – aluminium windows, casement windows, rustic windows, sliding
doors and barrier – free sliding doors.
Our company operates all around Slovakia – from assistance, measurement, production to assembly of the products on
the site. Our activities spread beyond the
borders of our country and our products
are to be found in Austria, Italy, Switzerland and Norway.
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Tradition and accuracy

For thousands of years the existence of
human beings has been connected with
wood. Through the history, we could
hardly ﬁnd more suitable material that
would be more suitable for humans. The
ﬁrst tools, ﬁrst controlled source of warmth, ﬁrst planes... Neither iron nor plastic
were able to compare to it.
Recently wood has gone through its renaissance period, especially in terms of
housing (building and construction material, source of warmth). The highest quality furniture is made of timber which can
be said about windows and doors too.
From its origin, through processing, during its functional lifetime to its disposal,
the whole process has minimal environmental side eﬀects and even the waste
coming from production is easily and
ecologically recyclable. Wood is a natural
and sustainable material.
Humans tend to have a positive attitude
towards wood and they feel natural and
pleasant being surrounded by wood.

Utilizing new knowledge and technologies enriches its excellent properties:
• dimensional stability
• long lifetime
• thermal insulation and soundproof
features
• wholesomeness
• ﬁreproof and safety (no dangerous
exhalations produced when burning)
• timeless and aesthetic
• no issues with disposal

Why wood
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Wooden window
Windows are the most important dividing
elements of the facade. They deﬁne its style, form, aesthetic impression and the value
of the facade. Along with the aesthetics,
windows provide suitable daylight and air
circulation of a room. Considering the machinery equipment and experience of our
employees, we are able to produce a wide
range of window shapes – from simple
shapes to more sophisticated shapes of
windows aimed for example for frontages
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Proﬁl drevo-hliník

of historical buildings, churches, etc.
Our windows come with handles, forging
coverings, side and frame dripstones,
double sealing, coloured sealing silicone.
In addition to our products, we oﬀer external window sills made of eloxed aluminium and internal wooden window sills
in various colours matching the windows.

Proﬁle IV 68Uw = 1,3 Wm K

heat transfer coeﬃcient of the whole window
-2 -1

- thermo insulation properties in accordance
with STN EN 14351-1:2006 windows and doors
- modern design
- aﬀordable price
- variability and rigidness of material

mounting
tapes

insulating double
glazing Ug = 1,1 Wm-2K-1

main and
additional
sealing
iternal
window sill

mounting
foam

side dripstone–
elox. aluminium

external window
sill – elox. aluminium
frame dripstone
– elox. aluminium

EN 14351-1:2006
Proﬁle IV 68
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Proﬁle IV 78 Uw= 0,98 Wm K

heat transfer coeﬃcient of the whole window
-2 -1

- unique construction
- modern design
- excellent thermal, insulating and acoustic properties
- window suitable for low-energy buildings
- low energy consumption demands

Mounting
tapes

insulation triple glazing
Ug = 0,7 Wm-2K-1

Main and
additional
sealing

Internal
window sill

Side dripstone
elox. aluminium

Mounting
foam
External window sill
– elox. aluminium
Frame dripstone
– elox. aluminium

EN 14351-1:2006
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Proﬁle IV 78

Proﬁle IV 98

heat transfer coeﬃcient of the whole window

Uw = 0,77 Wm-2K-1

- new generation of wooden windows
- excellent thermo-insulation properties
- modern design
- suitable for low-energy buildings and passive houses
- aimed for demanding customers

Mounting
tapes

Insulation triple
glazing
Ug = 0,5 Wm-2K-1

Main and
additional
sealing

Internal
window sill

Side dripstone
elox. aluminium
Frame dripstone
– elox. aluminium

Mounting
foam
External window sill
– elox. aluminium

EN 14351-1:2006
Proﬁle IV 98
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Proﬁle wood – aluminium
heat transfer coeﬃcient of the whole window

Uw = 0,97-1,4 Wm-2K-1
Mounting tapes

Insulation triple
glazing
Ug=0,7 Wm-2K-1

Main and
additional
sealing

Internal
window sill

Mounting
foam
External
window sill

EN 14351-1:2006+A1:2010
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Proﬁle wood – aluminium

We oﬀer various combinations of
wood – aluminium windows
- combination wood/aluminium
- aluminium covering from the outside
- pleasant natural material from the inside

Separate glass
width 6mm
Insulation double glazing
Ug = 0,7 Wm-2K-1
with warm integral spacer

integral
blinds

external
aluminium
covering

- modern type of wood – aluminium
window
- weather resistant
- double glazing built in the internal
wooden part, third separate glass
in the external aluminium part.
- integral blinds
- soundproof and protecting from sun
wooden lamination

internal middle and outside
whole perimeter sealing

Proﬁle wood – aluminium
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Details
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Details

Proﬁle IV 68 rustic
We also oﬀer IV 78, IV 98

silicone

insulation double
glazing
Ug = 1,1 Wm-2K-1

Aluminium eaves
molding covered
with wooden bar
in various shapes

Glazing pads
Glazing molding

External
window sill
– elox. aluminium

Euro prism

Internal
window sill

Aluminium tip

Mounting
foam

Proﬁle IV 68 rustic
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Rustic Windows
Finding the company of Drevovýroba KOČIŠ you have found a reliable
and experienced manufacturer of
rustic and casement windows.
These windows are a perfect duplicate of original and genuine windows and they are not disturbing
as a part of historical architecture
of a building. In the same time they
meet all the requirements as given
by the thermo insulation parameters within present norms. Longterm experience in the ﬁeld of window manufacture have enabled us
to get also foreign customers and
export our products abroad.
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Rustic Windows

Rustic Windows
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Casement windows
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Casement windows

Casement windows
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Sliding walls
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Sliding walls

Glazed sliding doors perfectly illuminate the interior by the daylight and they harmonically connect it with the outside world.
Not only are they unique with their properties, but even with
their high comfort of control and safety as well as their excellent thermo – technical properties.
They are perfect for large glazed walls in family houses.
They meet even the most demanding requirements for illumination of the rooms. The threshold is barrier-free and it enables
comfortable and unchallenging entrance to the terrace, balcony or garden.
Sliding doors represent an economical alternative, especially in
term of the space, as they do not need a surrounding radius
necessary to open the door.

Sliding walls
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Exterior doors
Together with the windows, the front doors are our ﬁrst visual contact with the house and they give the impression of
the atmosphere of natural shelter.
They receive a lot of attention from our customers. They provide space for perfect visual art solutions that are in harmony with the architectural nature of the building.
This is the reason why they should have perfect design, simple operation and long – term serviceable life, soundproof
and thermo insulation properties, security and operation
without any problems with minimum maintenance requirements. These are the properties we demand when manufacturing them. The front doors produced the company
of Drevovýroba Kočiš s.r.o. are being daily opened by thousands of satisﬁed customers in their houses, apartments, hotels and other buildings. Only few manufacturers oﬀer this
wide range that includes classic and modern types as well
as timber rustic doors with accented surface processing. The
wide variability is deﬁned even by segmentation (window
grid patterns, window-panes, etc.)

VO 27B

VO 213

VO 121

VO 216
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Exterior doors

VO 223

VO 210B

VO 124
Exterior doors
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Interior doors
To create a harmonious entity, the interior must consist of items on their place,
particular colour, shape, function... not
excluding even the wooden interior doors. The do not have to meet as many requirements as the front door do and so it
is possible to focus more on their design
and adjust them to surrounding interior in
the maximum extent. A limitless number
of shapes, glazing, window – panes and
more decorative shaped moldings ensure
that even the most demanding customer
will have a wide variety to choose from.
The interior wooden doors are typical
with their unique functional and aesthetical properties. The high quality of the
products is reached by using progressive
manufacturing technologies and quality input materials, i.e. whole – timber
wooden frame, natural splint , width 1.5
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Interior doors

mm, and Surface processing by ecological water – soluble polishes. The standard
material we work with are spruce, beech,
oak, but we are able to provide even other
wood according to the requirement of
our customers.

Fire doors
and soundproof doors
- EI, EW 15 D3 - RW 15 dB
- EI, EW 30 D3 - RW 32 dB
With the door frames the interior doors
create a whole enriching the whole interior with a high level of long – term aesthetical appearance and give the impression
of the atmosphere of peace and family
warmth.

VN 182

VN 224

VN 127

VN 27

Interior doors
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VN 109

VN 218

VN 35A

VN 131

VN 112

VN 199

VN 190

VN 223

VN 159A

VN 213

VN 101

VN 140

Interior doors

Types of frames

Z1

Z2

VN 201

Z3

Z4

VN 134

Interior doors
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Interior doors
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Interior doors

Double - leaf doors•sliding•folding

74 6481:2000 including Z1:2003 Door

Interior doors
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Production
The production of our wooden
windows and doors is performed with one of the most modern German brand machines
WEINING :
- UNIMAT 23 EL
- UNICONTROL 12.
UNICONTROL 12 is operated
by a programme Adulo. By the
connection of these machines
and the top quality tools made
by a Swiss brand OERTLI we
can guarantee high preciseness, quality and reliability of our
products.
The perfection of the smooth
surface is reached by using the
German grinders BUTFERING
and Swiss BLÄTTELER .
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Productiona

Production
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References
Hotels and restaurants
• Grand hotel „Praha“
- Tatranská Lomnica
• Hotel Torysa, ordered by: CN Plus,
Južná trieda 125, Košice
• Hotel Flóra, Čingov (Spišská Nová Ves)
• Hotel Hilton, Bratislava
• Hotel Ring, Orechová Potôň
• Športhotel „Borovica“ - Štrbské Pleso
• Hotel Stela (Satel) - Levoča
• Limba Š.K. - Poprad
• Motorest Hámor - Mlynky 205
• Hotel Bankov - Košice - Bankov
• Apartments Kukučka - Tatranská
Lomnica
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References

References
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References

Churches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Church - Sabinov
Church - Beharovce
Church - Spišské Podhradie
Church - Spišské Podhradie II
Church - Jablonov
Church - Tvrdomestice
Church - Myslava
Church - Baška
Synagogue - Bardejov
Synagogue – Sefards meeting house,
Krmanova ul., Košice
• Synagogue - Puškinova ul, Košice
• Church Kapišova

Schools
• Pavol Jozef Šafárik University - Košice
• Catholic University - branch Levoča
• Primary school - Jánoša Erdélyiho
s maďarským vyučovacím jazykom,
Fábryho ul. 36, Veľké Kapušany
• Primary school - Komenského ul. 1,
Veľké Kapušany
• University of Economics, Košice
• Gymnázium , Konštatntínova 2, Prešov
Gymnázium, Školská 2, Spišská Nová Ves
• Basic school - Hradné námestie,
Kežmarok

Oﬃce buildings
• Ski slope - Liptovská Teplička
• Orange, Námestie Majstra Pavla - Levoča
• Pharmacy Lekáreň na Letnej
- Spišská Nová Ves
• Municipality - Spišské Podhradie
• Woods of Slovak Republic, Branch Kriváň Kriváň 334
• Grange - Most pri Bratislave
• The village of Štôla - Štôla 29
• Social Service Home of St. John
Hviezdoslavova 1, Spišské Podhradie
• Transfér technológií, Mlynská 20, Košice
• Roman Catholic diocese,
Hlavná ul. 28, Košice
• The village of Baška, p. Malá Ida
• Housing association, Kamenárska 5,
Spišská Nová Ves
• Únia sestier Preblahoslavenej Panny
Márie, Budatínska 47, Bratislava
• Perkins, Ltd.., Partizánska 3540/84,
Poprad
And thousands of family houses
all over Slovakia and abroad.
References
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Contact:

Address:
DREVOVÝROBA KOČIŠ s.r.o.
053 61 Žehra 45
E-mail:
drevovyroba@slovanet.sk

www.drevokocis.sk

Tel.:
+421 /0/ 53 4485490
+421 /0/ 53 4485491
+421 /0/ 53 4299153
Tel./Fax:
+421 /0/ 53 4495265

